An automated algorithm was developed to locate radiation isocenter based on EPID images of a cuboidal phantom. The phantom is made from inexpensive, readily available LEGO blocks that allow for quick design changes and provide excellent contrast on EPID images. Thin guidelines at the LEGO junctions of the phantom are also useful for laser alignment, as shown in Figure  1a ,b. The phantom, along with the custom software, can be used on a monthly basis to quickly and accurately align the room lasers to radiation isocenter. The software takes advantage of DICOM metadata in the image header to identify the image orientation and is completely vendor independent.
The algorithm makes measurements on each image to find the distance from a collimator jaw to the phantom center. To simplify the measurement process, a Canny edge detection algorithm is used to create a binary image, as shown in Figure 1c . The distances are then compared to those found from the same jaw to the phantom center after a 180° collimator rotation. This comparison determines the offset of the phantom from the radiation field center in a given direction. This method results in a measurement that is independent of EPID alignment and jaw calibration. The measurement is repeated for several different gantry and collimator angles to yield a shift in three dimensions that would place the phantom at the location of radiation isocenter.
Once the phantom has been shifted to radiation isocenter, it can be used as a static reference for several other procedures. A light vs. radiation field coincidence test can be automatically analyzed after obtaining an image with the light field set to known locations on the phantom. Jaw and MLC strip tests can also be performed using the known isocenter as a reference point to measure the distance to a field edge compared to the planned distance. In addition, with a Varian Optical Guidance Platform calibration array mounted to the phantom, a calibration for this device can be captured with the phantom at isocenter.
The accuracy of the automatic analysis is on the order of the pixel size of the imaging panel (~0.3 mm for a 1024x1024 EPID). This tool provides a convenient way to perform many monthly quality assurance tasks in a precise, objective manner with an innovative phantom and custom algorithm. 
